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Four strand strategy
At Ormiston Academies Trust we are constantly refining and improving the way we support, challenge 
and improve our schools.

The strategy is based on four areas, co-ordinated on a national scale by the National Director of 
Education and the National Director for Teaching and Training. It is implemented/supported regionally 
through the regional directors, director of primary and SEND and regional executive principals 
alongside the wider education team. The structure of central education team can be found in appendix 
1. This document complements the overall Trust strategy based on TEACH – DEVELOP – CHANGE 
which is the five-year strategy to transform the way we serve our communities and needs to be 
considered alongside the overall strategy.

Our approach has four strands with a model for school improvement, delivered through curriculum 
support, the Institute of Education and the intensive support for ‘high risk’ schools.

We have identified seven elements for school improvement and detailed guidance is available to 
support our academies in each of these elements. This strategy underpins the work we are doing 
on recovery from Covid-19. Each academy has its own recovery plan based on their own individual 
circumstances and risk assessment.
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OAT model for school improvement
The guiding principle for school improvement is to make the biggest difference to the life chances of 
the pupils in schools.

This model is used to drive continual improvement accepting that school improvement is the 
responsibility of us all. Each school and each region will have their identity but will work for the ‘greater 
good’ of all the pupils we serve. This means resources need to be flexible and deployed across all 
schools where necessary.

This model will clarify what ‘makes the difference’ and act as a benchmark to measure progress. It will 
provide ‘guidance’ for the Education team and as a result will direct school improvement. It is to be 
used intelligently, and not as a checklist of minimum operating standards.

Our schools, advisors, regional directors and primary director will consider the quality of the:

n Leadership and vision

n	Curriculum (in and outside the classroom)

n Classroom provision

n Professional development

n Behaviour attendance and systems

n Provision for SEND and intervention strategies

n Self-evaluation and development planning

n Personal development
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Leadership and vision
Schools that improve emphasise the importance of focused leadership.

A clear vision should underpin leadership decisions and as a part of the OAT family, this vision should 
also reflect the wider vision of the Trust. The Education and Teaching / Training team will drive the 
changes needed and work with all staff to ensure that they know what to do and are equipped to make 
it happen.

Schools that improve emphasise a vision that has support from governors, school leaders, teachers, 
pupils, parents/carers and the wider community.

A vision that is underpinned by a set of values and a strong ethos provides a good basis for making 
changes that take you forward.

To consider:

n  The vision needs to focus on the most important role of the school – to help pupils to learn and make 
progress in all aspects of their development.

n  A strong vision supports the decision-making process. All decisions should be clearly linked to the 
vision and those that directly support more effective learning and progress should be prioritised.

n  The vision and culture can provide a good touchstone against which to reflect on practice.

n  The vision needs to be both ambitious and achievable, taking account of the school’s current position 
and articulating what the school will look like in three to five years’ time and the overall OAT strategy.

n  Accountability is crucial – every member of staff needs to understand their role in helping pupils to 
make the maximum progress during their time at the school.

n  The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) will need to be able to provide clear direction and set clear 
expectations, as well as providing the support and development that middle leaders need to do their 
jobs effectively.
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Curriculum 
A core aim of all schools should be to drive social mobility and improve life chances, especially for the 
most vulnerable. Attainment in the core subjects, facilitating subjects and primary non-core subjects, 
will contribute to the life chances and increase the future choices available to pupils. The curriculum 
needs to also have personal development, PSHE, CEIAG, safeguarding and enrichment as part of the 
core offer.

The curriculum is the essential overarching framework. A quality curriculum considers what knowledge 
is needed, what is taught, how it is taught and how it is assessed to ensure that pupils have learned 
it. The curriculum in our schools will be purposefully enriched for all children. Pupils who become 
immersed in wider opportunities will be furnished with meaningful experiences beyond the  
taught curriculum.

In all of our schools, the design of a subject curriculum will be a shared expectation. Through staff 
discussing and planning together, subject leaders will get to know their curriculum inside and out. 
They will secure improved understanding of standards, be able to guard against pupil misconceptions 
through careful planning and support the ongoing training needs of staff. 

Clear planning of the detail of the totality of the curriculum, should ensure that pupils have repeated 
exposure to abstract concepts in different contexts to help ensure long term remembering.

OAT have developed the principles for Key Stage 1 and 2 to ensure that solid foundations in learning 
are established from the very start. In the early years this means providing a stimulating and rich 
environment in which play based learning is supported with sensitive and informed adult interactions. 
As children progress through Key Stage 1, excellent teaching in core and non-core subjects is enhanced 
by an enriched curriculum to engage and enthuse. Key skills and deepening knowledge are developed 
in Key stage 2 so that all children are ready and well equipped for the next stage in their education.

At Key Stage 3, schools will teach the full range of national curriculum subjects using the principles  
and design being developed by OAT. Subject leaders will know their curriculum overview and the  
finer detail of its component parts, which will contribute to ambitious end goals. Leaders will carefully 
have considered the pre-requisite learning so that pupils can tackle the new learning to come. There is 
an expectation that leaders insist that our pupils experience quality resourcing throughout  
their curriculum. 

At Key Stage 4 we believe that it is appropriate for many of our pupils to access the EBacc suite of 
qualifications. This route should not be compulsory, but pupils will be guided to EBacc qualifications 
and/or facilitating subjects where it is appropriate. Equal opportunity should be given to all groups, 
especially for the mid and high ability disadvantaged group of learners.

All pupils will study English language, English literature, mathematics, science (trilogy or separate), PE, 
and PSHE/RSE and religious education. In addition, all pupils will be entitled to attain a modern foreign 
language, history, geography, and computer science (in some combination). The arts, vocational 
subjects, social sciences and technology qualifications are valuable subjects and will be supported by 
the schools and offered as options to support the broad curriculum offer.

Post-16 will need to be tailored to the local context and offer, ensuring our pupils progress to the most 
appropriate course and level of study. See our curriculum statement here.

http://www.ormistonacademiestrust.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/OAT-curriculum-statement-v1.2.pdf
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Classroom provision
Schools improve when teaching is consistently strong and effective. The work on vision, leadership and 
behaviour are all about setting a context in which teaching is effective and pupils learn and achieve.

‘Good’ teaching is not one particular approach or another, it is a craft with a variety of tools to ‘educate’ 
the person. It should be stimulating, motivating, interesting and impart knowledge and attributes to 
equip students for the next chapter of their life journey. Techniques and style will change depending on 
context and the needs of learners. It is much more than ‘teaching to the test’ as this can limit the level 
pupils reach.

To consider:

n  The school will need to be confident that it knows how to identify and develop effective teaching, 
and how it will know that pupils are learning and making progress.

n  There needs to be open and honest dialogue between teachers about recognising strengths and 
areas for development.

n  Evaluations of teaching quality need to take account of the progress that pupils are making.

n  A wide range of sources at teacher and class level including learning walks, peer assessment, student 
voice and assessment outcomes. These should all contribute to a wider discussion between teachers 
and their line managers about their strengths and development needs.

n  A clear and open approach to improving teaching will help ensure that improvements made in one 
area can be developed elsewhere.

The quality of teaching makes the biggest difference to learning outcomes. Pedagogy matters.
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Professional development
Effective Continuing Professional Development (CPD) should be at the heart of our work to engage, 
develop and retain talented staff in the schools within our region. Our CPD should adhere to the 
following key principles:

n  Built around participants’ needs.

n  Subject specific content.

n  A clear, logical thread.

n  Involves explicit discussion, reflection and active research.

n  External input from areas of expertise.

n  Collaborative learning.

n  Powerful leadership.

Within each school, CPD programmes will vary according to the needs of a particular context. We 
should offer an extensive CPD programme across our schools, which would be open to all. The OAT 
Institute of Education has a digest to direct support and training from initial teacher training to 
executive leadership. The Trust will ‘train its own’ but continue to be outward looking to get the best 
from the wider system.

http://www.ormistonacademiestrust.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/your-career-with-oat-web-version.pdf
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Behaviour attendance and systems
Pupils need to attend school and behave well if they are to learn and make progress. Staff must 
communicate clear expectations of behaviour and attendance, reflective of the school’s vision, culture 
and ethos. 

Consistency is key to improving behaviour, and in line with the school’s behaviour and attendance 
policy, this requires the school to have a clear, unwavering and known position on what is acceptable 
and what is not, allowing for reasonable adjustments to be made for pupils with SEND. This should be 
evident in the way staff guide and respond to their pupils at all times of the school day.

To consider:

n  Think of behaviour as factors that have an impact on learning. Differentiate between poor behaviour 
and readiness for learning, as different methods will be required to address these.

n  Be systematic in the implementation of the behaviour and attendance policy.

 n Train all staff

 n Inform pupils

 n Inform parents

 n Be consistent

 n Be relentless

 n No excuses

n  Senior leaders need to step up and lead in this area. Senior leaders need to be highly visible (e.g. 
welcoming pupils at the start of the school day, during lesson change overs, in lessons and during the 
lunch period). Potential risk areas and ‘hot spots’ need to be identified and well-staffed.

n  As behaviour improves, pupils should be encouraged to ‘self-regulate’ and take a proactive role in 
maintaining and developing standards of excellence.

n  Middle leaders must take responsibility for their areas and not pass on responsibility to others.

n  Class teachers also need to take responsibility for their lessons and not pass on responsibility  
to others.

n  All staff must know and implement any reasonable adjustments to the behaviour policy that are 
necessary for pupils with SEND. 

n  Attending school and reducing persistent absence for all groups is a key driver of school 
improvement. Schools need to be relentless in their approach especially the most vulnerable.

n  Any form of unofficial exclusions, off rolling or encouraging elective home education are not 
appropriate and have no place in OAT schools.
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Intervention strategies
Wave one quality teaching across all years and all groups is the key to quality outcomes and improving 
life chances. Resources should be targeted to the classroom. However, at points it is necessary to 
intervene to accelerate progress. 

This may be to support early reading difficulties, Year 7 catch up, Key Stage 2 and Key Stage 4 
intervention to ensure pupils reach their potential, or at any point in the learning journey when support 
is needed. Specific interventions may be needed to support pupils with Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities (SEND).

Every academy has a Post-Covid catch up plan, monitored by the education team.

To consider:

n  The quality of teaching makes the biggest difference to learning outcomes. Pedagogy matters.

n  Interventions should be evidence based and retained only if evaluation shows a clear and  
positive impact.

n  Do ensure interventions target the right group of pupils.

n  Establish clear accountability for intervention strategies.

n  Facilitate departments working together to coordinate pupil support.

n  Create a clear monitoring, evaluation and review cycle to check progress.

n  Research suggests promising strategies include:

 n Rigorous monitoring and use of data.

 n Raising pupil aspirations using engagement/aspiration programmes.

 n Engaging parents (particularly hard-to-reach parents) and raising parental aspirations.

 n Developing social and emotional competencies.

 n Supporting school transitions.

 n Providing strong and visionary leadership.

 n Small group or 1:1 teaching.

 n Peer tutoring.

n  There are a number of interventions that do not work: e.g. large groups returning after school being 
re-taught undifferentiated work that is not focused on the precise skills/knowledge that pupils lack.

n  Do not routinely rely on last minute interventions.
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Self-evaluation and planning
Ormiston Academies Trust recognises the importance of self-evaluation as a crucial part of our schools’ 
ongoing cycle of review and improvement planning. A self-evaluation summary is an important tool  
in this process, which enables schools to draw together an evaluation of different aspects of their  
work leading to an evaluation of the quality of education provided overall. There is no fixed time in  
the year when a self-evaluation might be completed. This will depend on the individual circumstances 
of each school.

Although Ofsted have no mandate for schools to upload and store their self-evaluation summary, we 
acknowledge that inspectors will ask our leaders to make a self-evaluation summary available.

The Trust requires schools to produce a school development plan every academic year. These 
documents directly reflect the work that will need to be done in order to achieve targets set and serve 
as a live and ongoing record of progress towards achieving targets and other school improvement 
priorities. Although the plan is frequently considered and evaluated over the course of an academic 
year by middle and senior leaders in the schools, it is also a document that  is well-organised, succinct, 
unambiguous, data-driven and well presented, such that it can be presented to and understood by all 
stakeholders at any given moment throughout the course of the academic year.

To consider:

n  Is there a systematic cycle of self-evaluation and development planning?

n  Is the improvement plan really focussing on improvements rather than a list of jobs that need  
to be completed?

n  Is it clear what success looks like and who is responsible for actions?
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Subject support
Schools need additional capacity to maintain their standards and improve where necessary. 

We have a team of secondary Regional Lead Practitioners to support classroom practice focussing on 
raising standards and supporting colleagues. 

Activities include:

n  In lessons – teaching pupils.

n  Team teaching to develop practice.

n  Splitting ‘priority groups’ to maximise achievement and enable catch up where necessary.

n  Small group intervention across the ability range, in line with trust priorities.

n  Joint planning with teachers at all levels.

n  Moderating assessment – setting the standard.

n  QA (Quality Assurance) – as subject experts making sure standards are high.

n  Contributing to the development of trust-wide curricular and subject specific CPD.

n  Leadership development. 

Because the Trust is geographically spread, and the need is not uniform – regions will have access to 
this support. At the moment it is English, mathematics, science, history, PSHE and SEND but the team 
will grow. As well as these staff, we have a large number of specialist leaders of education (SLEs) to 
deploy across the regions, raising standards. These are vital as some of our schools are geographically 
spread – so the subject support for the West will look different to the subject support in the north.
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Institute of education
As a large system Trust we are committed to training new entrants to the profession and developing 
our existing staff. We want to ‘grow our own’ and do this at several levels. From providing experience 
for teaching assistants and ITT applicants, to professional development for executive principals.

Secondary subject networks
These are national and regional events which focus on subject specific training, briefings on current 
pedagogical and curricula thinking in the subject as we all a forum to share ideas and best practice.  

Networks exist for the core subjects and non-core subjects including PSHE/SRE as well as post-16, 
behaviour, careers and enrichment. 

Professional development
Schools have the autonomy to deliver their own CPD packages to their staff dependent on local need. 
They are able to draw on trust materials for subject specific CPD, leadership training and curriculum 
development. Trust developed courses are accredited through the apprenticeship qualifications and 
there is also the opportunity for our staff to complete NPQ and Masters programmes. At a regional 
level, schools are able to deliver CPD across clusters facilitated by the Regional Director. The Director 
of Primary and SEND coordinates primary CPD at a national level and SEND both regionally and 
nationally. OAT run a number of Leadership Development programmes which allow staff from across 
the trust to network and develop together.  We are also developing further programmes able to run at 
local, regional or national level, such as a suite of materials to aid schools in improving behaviour and 
attendance. 

The Institute of Education brings this together in a cohesive manner so that all staff have access and the 
quality and the principles of OAT are central to the training.  

Initial Teaching Training (ITT) 
Teachers are our biggest asset. The key to success is high quality teachers in our schools. At OAT our 
approach to teacher development is led by our OAT Institute of Education. This is made up of The OAKs 
(our SCITT with Keele University) and Ignite (our teaching school alliance based in Norfolk). We have a 
comprehensive Early Career Training package that schools can use and/or adapt to fit their own needs. 

Research
We are committed to basing our work on evidence and work with different partners to develop best 
practice. This is through the networks and also through national organisations. We have strong links 
with a number of Universities and offer a specific Masters degree which focuses on leadership in areas 
of socio-economic disadvantage. All our leadership pathways encourage in school action research. 

http://www.ormistonacademiestrust.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/your-career-with-oat-web-version.pdf
https://theoaks.org.uk/
http://ignitetsa.co.uk/
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Intensive support
In schools, one of the elements that leads to sustained improvement is reducing in school variation. As 
a Trust, we also need to reduce inter-school variation. As a result, we have differing degrees of support 
we give to schools which is based on need and not entitlement. 

Schools are risk assessed and categorised as:

n High risk   n Some risk   n Low risk

Example criteria for risk assessment:

n Progress – looking at all progress 8 elements and DA overall progress 8

n Attainment – ability on intake is taken into account

n Attendance and exclusions

n Leadership capacity/capability/HR issue

n Safeguarding

n Previous inspection judgement

n Inspection window

In total there are 30 criteria which are monitored three times a year. 

There are separate criteria for primary schools and post-16 providers. In total there are 30 criteria which 
are monitored three times a year. Regional directors and primary director have responsibility for their 
schools. Progress boards sit frequently to evaluate the position and direct support where it is needed. 
Progress Boards are a systematic way to monitor the progress of schools. The national director of 
education works with the team to release resource where necessary.

High risk schools:

n  Regional directors/Director of Primary and SEND to produce a tailored plan and report actions and 
impact to the national director monthly, and to executive team and SIS each term. National director 
to visit the high-risk school each half term (attending progress board) to evaluate progress.

n  Regional Executive Principal (REP) works with the school intensively one or two days a week. The 
REP provides capacity and capability to help rapidly improve schools and address specific issues. 
The REP works in the school for an extended period of time

n  Regional Lead Practitioner (RLP) to work in these schools for extended periods of time.

n  Extra support from other schools and teaching schools. We have large numbers of SLEs to be 
deployed in all subject areas.

Some risk schools:

n  Regional directors /Director of Primary and SEND to produce a tailored plan and report actions and 
impact to the national director on a termly basis.

n  Regional Lead Practitioner to work in these schools.

n  Some support based on the specific departmental or leadership needs of the school

Low risk schools:

n  Regional directors/Director of Primary and SEND to produce a tailored plan and report actions and 
impact to the national director on a termly basis.

N.B. all schools have progress boards to monitor progress.
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Monitoring
Academy principals are line managed by regional directors, regional executive principals, or the 
primary director. This means that they are key in the monitoring and evaluation of academy progress. 
One of the mechanisms for monitoring academies is through a Strategic Progress Board (SPB). At the 
start of an academic cycle the academy targets are set as are the key lines of enquiry that the SPB 
will monitor. It is at this point the relevant support package is designed using centrally employed lead 
practitioners as well as SLEs in our academies. 

The SPB is chaired by the RD/PD and consists of the senior leaders from the school and the chair of 
governors. (Also, if an REP is deployed, their work is monitored through the progress board). For each 
element (targets and key lines of enquiry), impact statements are produced which highlight actions and 
impact in each area. Progress boards take place between 4 and 6 times a year depending on the level 
of challenge. The number of progress boards is decided by the RD, PD and the NDE.

The outcomes of the Strategic Progress Boards are summarised on a common format and reported to 
the executive team three times a year. Here the overall Trust, region and academy progress is evaluated, 
and the necessary action is taken. Appendix 3.

The outcomes of these meetings are then scrutinised by the School Improvement Sub-Committee, 
again three times a year. This committee is a sub-committee of the Trust board.  

October February May August 

4 to 6 Progress Boards throughout the year.

Executive Team 

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC1 and take action  
as necessary. 

Executive Team

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC2 and take action  
as necessary. 

Executive Team

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC3 and take action  
as necessary. 

Executive Team

Review outcomes.

SI Sub-Committee 

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC1 and the response 
from the directors  
and executive. 

SI Sub-Committee

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC2 and the response 
from the directors  
and executive. 

SI Sub-Committee

Review targets and 
monitor progress 
towards targets and 
actions taken from  
DC2 and the response 
from the directors  
and executive. 

SI Sub-Committee

Review outcomes.

SI Sub-Committee report back to the full Trust Board. 

Reviews and Audits
There are three forms of reviews / audits that are planned across all academies

n  Whole Academy Reviews

n  SEND Reviews

n  Safeguarding Audits

These reviews drive improvement. They are not an audit of a point in time, they are a systematic look at 
provision and outcomes with plans to improve and a strategy to deliver the comprehensive plans. They 
are closely monitored by the directors and progress board meetings.
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Whole Academy Reviews
An academy review is focused on the ‘OAT School Improvement Model.’ The review identifies areas 
of strength as well as areas for development and suggestions as to where support could be sought. It 
is led by an independent Ofsted trained consultant or an OAT National Lead who is supported by the 
Regional Director and one Principal. It is a joint exercise between the review team and the academy. 
This enables an honest and open conversation about where the school is and where it is going, to the 
benefit of all concerned.

Each OAT academy will receive a review every two years and reciprocates this by sending their 
Principal to review other academies.

Aims

n  Audit, challenge and support for the school being reviewed, providing a plan of action.

n  Identify what is best within the academy so others can learn from them.

n  Provide a point of reference for subsequent monitoring and evaluation by the school and  
Regional Director.

n  CPD for reviewers (by visiting other academies – sharing ideas).

The review team

n  Lead Reviewer – Ofsted trained consultant or National Lead within OAT.

n  Regional Director.

n  Principal from within OAT not from the same region.

The review report

Indentifies:

Strengths, Areas for Development and Recommendations within the strands of the OAT SI model.

	 n  Leadership including self-evaluation, and development planning.

	 n  Curriculum.

	 n  Classroom Provision including outcomes.

	 n  Professional Development.

	 n  Behaviour, attendance and safeguarding.

	 n  Personal Development – Wider curriculum including PSHE, CEIAG and enrichment.

The RD uses this review to monitor progress and drive improvement.
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SEND Reviews
These are carried out every two to three years by the Director of SEND and/or the Regional Lead 
Practitioners for SEND.

These reviews look at:

n  Leadership of SEND

n  Outcomes for SEND pupils

n  Teaching and learning experience of SEND pupils

n  Professional Development of staff to support SEND pupils

n  Behaviour, attendance and pastoral support for SEND pupils

n  How the school works with pupils and parents

n  Assessment and Identification of need

n  Monitoring and tracking

n  Transition

n  The learning environment

The report identifies strengths and development areas with support signposted. An action plan is 
produced.

Safeguarding audits
These audits mirror the academy safeguarding self-evaluation and are carried out annually, looking at:

Identify 1. Training

Help 2. Curriculum

3. Attendance

4. Behaviour

5. Work with other agencies

6.Referrals, reporting and recording

Manage 7. Governance and Leadership

8. Policies

9. School Environment

10.SCR & Recruitment  
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Appendix 1 – Education line management
Structure of the central school education support.

National 
Director of 
Education

• Broadland High Ormiston Academy
• City of Norwich School, an Ormiston 
   Academy
• Cli� Park Ormiston Academy
• Ormiston Denes Academy
• Ormiston Endeavour Academy
• Flegg High Ormiston Academy
• Ormiston Sudbury Academy
• Ormiston Venture Academy
• Ormiston Victory Academy
• Stoke High School – Ormiston 
  Academy

• Ormiston Bushfield Academy
• Cowes Enterprise College, An 
   Ormiston Academy
• Ormiston Park Academy
• Ormiston Rivers Academy
• Ormiston Six Villages Academy

Regional Director 
South

Regional Director 
West

Regional Executive 
Principal

Regional Director 
North

Regional Executive 
Principal

Regional Director 
East

Regional Executive 
Principal

Director of Primary 
and SEND

• Ormiston Bolingbroke Academy
• Ormiston Chadwick Academy
• Ormiston Horizon Academy
• Ormiston Ilkeston Enterprise 
   Academy
• Ormiston Maritime Academy
• Ormiston Meridian Academy
• Sandymoor Ormiston Academy
• Ormiston Sir Stanley Matthews  
   Academy

• Brownhills Ormiston Academy
• Ormiston Forge Academy
• George Salter Academy
• Ormiston NEW Academy
• Ormiston Sandwell Community 
   Academy
• Ormiston Shelfield Community 
   Academy
• Ormiston SWB Academy
• Tenbury High Ormiston Academy
• Wodensborough Ormiston Academy

• Ormiston Cli� Park Infant Academy
• Ormiston Cli� Park Junior Academy
• Edward Worlledge Ormiston 
   Academy
• Ormiston Herman Academy
• Ormiston Meadows Academy
• Ormiston South Parade Academy
• Packmoor Ormiston Academy
• Thomas Wolsey Ormiston Academy

* See page 3 for the head office education support structure.


